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Abstract: Group recommendation has attracted significant research efforts for its importance in
benefiting group members. The purpose of group recommendation is to provide recommendations
to group users, such as recommending a movie to several friends. Group recommendation requires
that the recommendation should be as satisfactory as possible to each member of the group. Due to
the lack of weighting of users in different items, group decision-making cannot be made dynamically.
Therefore, in this paper, a dynamic recommendation method based on the attention mechanism
is proposed. Firstly, an improved density peak clustering (DPC) algorithm is used to discover the
potential group; and then the attention mechanism is adopted to learn the influence weight of each
user. The normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and hit ratio (HR) are adopted to evaluate
the validity of the recommendation results. Experimental results on the CAMRa2011 dataset show
that our method is effective.
Keywords: group recommendation; density peak clustering; attention mechanism

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, the recommendation system has become an
important tool for people to solve information overload issues. The recommendation system has been
widely used in many online information systems, such as social media sites, E-commerce platforms,
etc., to help users choose products [1–3] that meet their needs. In addition, the recommendation
system is also widely used in medical diagnosis, for example, similar patients may be recommended
for similar treatment in one group [4].
Now most of the recommendation systems are designed for individual users, however, group
activities have become more and more popular, such as, watching a movie with friends, and planning
a trip with other travelers, and having dinner with spouses. Therefore, this requires recommendations
for a group of users. Group recommendation [5–7] is different from individual recommendation. In a
group recommendation, it is used not only to consider the preferences of individual users, but also to
consider the preferences of users in the whole group, trying to meet the individual preferences of all
members in the group, as much as possible. This requires considering the influence of each member in
the group and balancing the preference differences among users. The process is complex and dynamic.
For example, a member may play different roles and influences in deciding different types of items due
to his/her different expertise. Most of the existing group recommendation methods based on memory
and a model adopt predefined group recommendation strategies, which cannot make group decisions
dynamically. As a result, the recommendation effect is not ideal.
As a premise of group recommendation, we ask how to discover the potential group, and how to
aggregate the preferences of the members of the group to get the results of group recommendation.
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Specifically, in this work, we propose an improved density peak clustering method to realize group
discovery, and use the neural attention network to explore the weight of each user in the group
recommendation. By comparing random groups that take the family as the unit, we conclude that the
groups with high similarity can be obtained by clustering, and the higher the similarity, the better the
group recommendation effect is.
The main work of this paper is summarized as follows:
•

•

•

This paper proposes a method for constructing potential groups based on the density peak
clustering algorithm. The original density peak clustering algorithm is improved to construct
highly similar user sets and realize group division. Improve group recommendation performance.
Construct the AMGR (attention mechanism group recommended) model and use the neural
attention network to dynamically fuse the weight of user preferences within the group to implement
group recommendation.
We have conducted experiments on a public data set. The experimental results show that the
attention network can dynamically capture the overall decision-making process of the group,
and the more alike the users in the group are, the better the group recommendation effect will be.

2. Related Work
2.1. Group Division
In group recommendation, since most data sets might not include user group information, or users
form groups by random combination, in the research work related to the recommendation system,
people propose different user clustering methods according to the user information in the data set.
In the work of this paper we attempted to have higher similarity of users together to constitute a
group. According to different clustering characteristics, clustering methods can be roughly divided
into: Partition-based methods [8,9], hierarchy-based methods [10,11], density-based methods [12,13],
grid-based methods [14] and model-based methods [15].
The k-means [16] algorithm is the most commonly used clustering algorithm based on partition.
The basic idea is to divide the data into k partitions and then iterative optimize each partition, and
divide the samples according to the distance to the cluster represented by the nearest cluster center,
and the cluster center is iterative updated. CBoost (cluster-based boosting algorithm) [17], which is
an application of the k-means algorithm and uses the k-means algorithm to customize the initial
weight value of each data point to deal with the clustering imbalance problem. This algorithm has
the advantages of simple and efficient understanding, but the cluster center needs to be selected in
advance and only spherical clusters can be found. The validity of the clustering results subject to the
selection of the initial cluster center and cluster number.
CURE (clustering using representatives) [18] algorithm is a representative clustering method
based on hierarchical decomposition. It does not need to use a single center or object to represent a
cluster, but selects a fixed number of representative points in the data space to jointly represent the
corresponding cluster, to realize a cluster of arbitrary shape. However, the CURE algorithm has a
great impact on the quality of data collection. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) [19] is
a bottom-up clustering algorithm. In the HAC algorithm, each data point is considered as a single
cluster, and then the distance between all clusters is calculated to merge the clusters, until all clusters
are synthesized into one cluster It has the advantage of being insensitive to the selection of distance
metrics, but its efficiency is low.
DBSCAN (density based spatial clustering of applications with noise) [20] is a typical density
clustering algorithm, which defines the core object as the data containing the minimum number of data
objects MinPts within the neighborhood radius eps, and generates clusters by constantly expanding
the data objects reachable with the core object. The DBSCAN algorithm can cluster dense data sets of
any shape and is not sensitive to noise data. However, the algorithm has the problems of not being
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able to reflect the changing density of data sets well, being sensitive to input parameters and has large
time cost.
In response to the above problems, many researchers have proposed different solutions. In June
2014, Alex Rodriguez et al. published in Science a new density-based clustering algorithm. The density
peak clustering (DPC) [21], which can automatically determine the number and center of clusters.
The algorithm can quickly find the density peak point (class cluster center) of an arbitrary shape data
set. The author thinks that the cluster centers have the characteristics of high local density and larger
relative distance with other points with higher density. The DPC algorithm calculates the local density
and relative distance of the point, and draws the decision graph (the image with the local density as
the X axis and the relative distance as the Y axis). According to the decision graph, the clustering center
is manually selected, and then the non-clustering center is merged to achieve the goal of clustering.
The DPC algorithm is simple in principle, high in efficiency and suitable for the clustering analysis of
large-scale data. However, the algorithm needs to manually set the threshold parameter dc , and the
most suitable dc often requires numerous experiments, resulting in low efficiency of the algorithm.
In view of this deficiency, this paper improves the selection of the parameter dc of the density peak
clustering algorithm.
2.2. Group Recommended
In recent years, the recommendation system has been widely applied to various industries, such
as social, e-commerce, medical diagnosis and many studies have been conducted on individual
recommendation technology, but research on group recommendation is limited. At present,
group recommendation methods can be divided into two categories: Memory-based methods and
model-based methods [22,23].
The memory-based methods in group recommendation include the preference aggregation
method [24] and score aggregation method [25]. The preference aggregation method is to aggregate
the profiles of users in all groups into a new profile, and then perform group recommendations for
the user. The score aggregation method calculates the score of each candidate item for each user
in the group, and then aggregates the score through a predefined strategy to represent the group’s
predictive preference.
Common predefined strategies include the average strategy (AVG) [26], the least misery strategy
(LM) [27], most pleasure strategy (MP) [28], etc. AVG first calculates the preference score of each user
in the group for each item, and takes the average score as the group preference score. LM selects the
lowest of all items scores as the group item recommendation final score. MP selects the highest of all
items scores as the final score of group item recommendation. However, these methods are not flexible.
The model-based method is different from the memory-based method. The model-based method
first uses the interaction between users in the group to model according to preference information,
and then aggregates to generate the preference model of the group. For example, in the personal
impact topic model (PIT) [29], select the most influential user by considering the influence of the group
members, whose decision should represent the group decision. However, this is not the case. Only
when the most influential user is an expert in the relevant field, his decision-making is helpful for
group recommendation. For example, a food expert may decide which restaurant a group of people go
to eat, but may not be the person who decides which movie to go to the theater. The consensus model
(COM) [30] proposes that the influence of the user depends on the group decision-making theme,
and the decision-making process is influenced by two aspects: The group preference topic and the
user’s personal preference. The downside of the model at this point is that users cannot dynamically
make decisions across groups. In addition, there is a recommendation algorithm based on matrix
factorization (MF) [31] methods. MF is the decomposition of a matrix into the product of two or more
matrices, in which the most basic data is the user–item scoring matrix, and the missing score can be
converted into a regression problem based on machine learning. The advantage of this method is
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3.2. Density Peak Clustering Algorithm
3.2. Density Peak Clustering Algorithm
The idea of the DPC algorithm is to represent the distance of a certain number of points based on
The idea of the DPC algorithm is to represent the distance of a certain number of points based
the local density. The more points around a point, the larger the local density. The clustering center
on the local density. The more points around a point, the larger the local density. The clustering center
has the following two characteristics: (1) The local density of data points is relatively large, which is
has the following two characteristics: (1) The local density of data points is relatively large, which is
surrounded by some data objects with low local density and (2) the points with high local density are
surrounded by some data objects with low local density and (2) the points with high local density are
relatively far away from other points with high local density. The local density and relative distance
relatively far away from other points with high local density. The local density and relative distance
of the algorithm use ρi and δi to represent these two features, respectively, and the clustering center
of the algorithm use
and
to represent these two features, respectively, and the clustering center
is to select the point where ρi and δi are relatively large. The processing flow of DPC algorithm can
is to select the point where
and
are relatively large. The processing flow of DPC algorithm can
be summarized as the following steps: (1) Setting the cutoff distance dc , calculate the local density ρi
be summarized as the following steps: (1) Setting the cutoff distance , calculate the local density
and high-density distance δi according to the set dc distance value, and marking the point that has a
and high-density distance
according to the set
distance value, and marking the point that
has a higher density than each other point. (2) The density peak needs to be found in the decision
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higher density than each other point. (2) The density peak needs to be found in the decision graph, i.e.,
the clustering center. (3) Assign the remaining data points to the class where the density is higher than
itself and the nearest point is located.
For the local density ρi of the data object xi , there are two calculation methods: Cut-off kernel and
Gaussian kernel.
Cut-off kernel is defined as:
X 

ρi =
χ dij − dc ,
(1)
j

where dij represents the certain distance between data points xi and x j and dc is a preset value,
which indicates that the cutoff distance (dc > 0). Generally, the first 2% of the distance between two
data objects in ascending order is regarded as the cutoff distance and the χ() function is defined
as follows:
(
1, x<0
χ(x) =
.
(2)
0, x≥0
Gaussian kernel is defined as:
ρi =

X

dij 2

−( d )

e

c

.

(3)

j

The difference between the cut-off kernel and Gaussian kernel is that the cut-off kernel results are
discrete values while Gaussian kernel results are continuous values. Relatively speaking, the conflicts
generated by the latter (that is, different data points have the same local density) are less probable.
Literature [35] adopted the cut-off kernel and Gaussian kernel local density calculation methods for
classical data set path-based2 respectively, which proves that the DPC algorithm adopted Equation (3),
Gaussian kernel, to measure the local density clustering effect better.
For the relative distance of data point xi , there are the following calculation methods:
 
δi = min j:ρ j >ρi dij .

(4)

From Equation (4), δi indicates the relative distance, that is, for each data point xi , finds all data
points x j , which are denser than the data point xi , and selects the smallest dij as δi . If data point xi is
 
the highest local density data point, δi is defined as δi = max j dij , which is the maximum distance
from all data points to data point xi .
The decision graph is an innovation in the DPC algorithm. For each data point xi in the data
set, it needs to calculate the local density ρi and relative distance δi separately, Then, according to
the calculated values, each data point is in the form of a binary pair (ρi , δi ), and a two-dimensional
planar decision diagram is drawn (with ρi as the horizontal axis and δi as the vertical axis). Figure 2 is
a distribution with 28 two-dimensional data points, and the data points are arranged in descending
order of density.
As can be seen from Figure 2b, numbers 1 and 10 stands out because they have both larger values
of ρ and δ, which are the two clustering centers in the data set of Figure 2a. The numbering number 26,
number 27 and number 28 is characterized by a small value of ρ, but a large value of δ, which is called
an outlier.
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Figure 2. (a) Data point distribution and (b) decision diagram.

3.3. Improvement
Figure 2. (a) Data point distribution and (b) decision diagram.
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distance
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).
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ij

similarity, and sorts them in ascending order to get the vector =
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, ,…,
According to Equation (6), the cutoff distance dci of user i is taken as the maximum value of
distance of user can be defined as:
the difference between two elements of vector fi . Obviously, the distance difference between users
belonging to the same cluster is relatively =
small,| whereas the . distance difference between users(6)
in
(

)

different clusters is relatively large, as shown in Figure 3.
According to Equation (6), the cutoff distance
of user is taken as the maximum value of
the difference between two elements of vector . Obviously, the distance difference between users
belonging to the same cluster is relatively small, whereas the distance difference between users in
different clusters is relatively large, as shown in Figure 3.
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3.4.2.
Attention
Mechanism
Model can learn aggregation strategy for groups. The main idea was to
learn the weight of a user relative to other users in the group as a whole. The weights were learned in
In recent years, the attention mechanism has been successfully applied to a variety of machine
neural networks. The weight was learned by the neural network. The higher the user weight, the more
learning tasks. Attention is that when people see an object, they tend to focus on the important parts
important the user’s decision is.
of the object rather than the whole of the object. Inspired by this, we recommended that we use the
In the representation learning (RL) paradigm, we represent each entity as an embedded vector,
neural attention mechanism [36], which can learn aggregation strategy for groups. The main idea was
which encodes the attributes of the entity, such as user gender, hobbies, etc. Let user xi and v j represent
to learn the weight of a user relative to other users in the group as a whole. The weights were learned
the embedding vectors of user xi and item v j , and group embedding is defined as:
in neural networks. The weight was learned by the neural network. The higher the user weight, the


more important the user’s decision is.
gl ( j) = fa v j , {xr }r∈Ul ,
(7)
In the representation learning (RL) paradigm, we represent each entity as an embedded vector,
which encodes the attributes of the entity, such as user gender, hobbies, etc. Let user
and
and item , and group embedding is defined as:
represent the embedding vectors of user
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Specifically, given a group–item pair or user–item pair, returning the corresponding embedding
Specifically, given a group–item pair or user–item pair, returning the corresponding embedding
vector to each entity in the presentation layer (the specific method is 3.4.2). Suppose the group–item
vector to each entity in the presentation layer (the specific method is 3.4.2). Suppose the group–item
pair we input, the pooling layer performs the element connection, where corresponds to element-wise
pair we input, the pooling layer performs the element connection, where ⊙corresponds to elementmultiplication i.e.,:


wise multiplication i. e:

  gl ( j) v j 
z0 = Φpooling gl ( j), v j =  gl ((j)) ⊙ ,
(11)


( ), = v j ( )  ,
=Φ
(11)
Since group embedding is obtained by user embedding aggregation, they are in the same semantic
embedding
obtained
user embedding
aggregation,
they are
the same
space,Since
so it group
is a shared
hidden is
layer
on theby
pooling
layer, capturing
non-linearity
and in
high-order
semantic space,
sousers,
it is a groups
shared and
hidden
layer on the pooling layer, capturing non-linearity and highcorrelation
among
items.
order correlation among users, groups
and
items.


(W1 z0 + b1 )
z
=
ReLU

1

(
=
+ )



(W2 z1 + b2 )
 z2 = ReLU
(
=
+ ), ,
(12)

(12)


· · · ·⋯
· ·⋯



 z = ReLU
=
(W(h zh−1 + b+h ) )
h

, , and
represent the weight matrix, bias vectors and output neurons of the hidden layer
Wh , bh , and zh represent the weight matrix, bias vectors and output neurons of the hidden layer of
of layer respectively. They are activated by
function. Finally, the last layer
is output to
layer respectively. They are activated by ReLU function. Finally, the last layer zh is output to calculate
calculate the prediction score:
the prediction score:




= T zh , i f, z0 = =

ΦΦgl ( j)(, v),j
 q̂lj = W

 ,,
(13)
(13)


 ŝij =
̂ =
W T zh , i f, z0 = =ΦΦxi , v ,j
Wrepresents
represents
weight
of prediction
the prediction
and ̂ respectively
represent
the
W
thethe
weight
of the
layer, q̂layer,
represent the
prediction
lj and ŝij respectively
prediction
of the group–item
pair andpair,
user–item
pair, respectively.
scores
of thescores
group–item
pair and user–item
respectively.
3.4.4. Objective Function
We used pairwise learning to optimize model parameters, assuming that the predictive scores
of observable interactive items were higher than those of the unobserved, here we used regressionbased pairwise loss [39]:
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3.4.4. Objective Function
We used pairwise learning to optimize model parameters, assuming that the predictive scores of
observable interactive items were higher than those of the unobserved, here we used regression-based
pairwise loss [39]:
X

2 X

2
Luser =
sijp − ŝijp =
ŝij − ŝip − 1 ,
(14)
(i,j,p∈O)

(i,j,p∈O)

ŝijp = ŝij − ŝip ,

(15)

where sijp = sij − sip , definition (i, j, p) is an instance (triplet) in training set O, which indicates that
interaction relation can be observed between user xi and item v j but no interaction relation is observed
with item vp (v j is a positive instance and vp is a negative instance). The value of the interaction relation
can be observed to be 1 (that is, sij = 1), and the value of the interaction relation not observed to be
0 (that is, sip = 0). From Equation (15) ŝijp represents the predicted margin between the observable




xi , v j and the observable xi , vp .
Similarly, pairwise loss functions are recommended for the group:
L group =

X


(l,j,p∈O0 )

qljp − q̂ljp

2

=

X


(l,j,p∈O0 )

2
q̂lj − q̂lp − 1 .

(16)

In training set O, group l has an interactive relationship with item v j , but not with item vp .
We realized that another popular pairwise learning method could also be applied in the
recommendation, such as Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR), etc. In this paper, we adopted
regression-based ranking loss and we will explore other methods in future work.
4. Experiments and Analysis
In this section, we conducted experiments on the CAMRa2011 data set and answered the
following questions:
RQ1: How effective are the recommendations caused by two different organizational groups?
RQ2: How does our attention model method compare with other methods?
4.1. Experimental Settings
4.1.1. Dataset
The experiment in this section used CAMRa2011, a data set, which included individual users’
scoring records for movies and group scoring records for movies. The composition of the group was
based on the family, and the family members had a greater preference. Since there were some users
in the data set who did not join the group, we chose to filter out the users who only retained the
group information. The rating was between 0 and 100. We changed the rate of the record as a positive
instance with a target value of 1 and other lost data were kept as a negative instance of the target the
value, which was 0. Finally, the data set we used was filtered from the original data set. The data set
included 602 users, 290 groups, 7710 movies, 116,344 interactive records of user items and 145,068
interactive records of group items, respectively.
Now there were only positive instances in the data set, that is, interactive relationships could be
observed. For negative instances, we randomly sampled the missing data as negative instances and
paired them with positive instances. In the previous related work, we learned that when the negative
sample was increased from 1 to a certain value, this was beneficial for the top-k recommendation.
Therefore, for the data set used in the experiment, we selected the negative sample ratio as 4, randomly
selected the four movies with no interactive relationship (never seen) and assigned a value of 0 to each
negative instance.
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4.1.2. Evaluation
We used protocol leave-one-out, which is widely used to evaluate top-k recommendation
performance, to separate the training set from the test set. Specifically, for each user or group,
we randomly deleted one of its interactions for testing. In our experiment, we randomly selected 100
items without user or group interaction, and ranked the test items in these 100 items. We used two
indicators—hit ratio (HR) and normalized discount cumulative gain (NDCG).
HR is a commonly used indicator for calculating the balance recall rate in the top-k recommendation.
The calculation equation is:
Number o f Hit@K
HR@K =
.
(17)
GT
The denominator GT is the set of all tests, while the numerator represents the sum of the number
of test sets belonging to each user’s top-K list.
NDCG is used to evaluate the accuracy of the top-K recommendation list. The calculation
equation is:
DCG
NDCG@K =
,
(18)
IDCG
Xk
2reli − 1
,
(19)
DCG =
i=1 log2 (i + 1)
where reli represents the relevance of the recommendation result for location i, while k stands for the
size of the recommendation list. IDCG represents a list of the best recommended results returned
by a user of the recommendation system (IDCG stands for DCG in order of rating). Use IDCG for
normalization to get NDCG, the value of NDCG is between 0 and 1. The closer the result is to 1,
the better the recommendation effect.
4.1.3. Baselines
In the experiment we compared the following methods.
Popularity: It is a non-personalized recommendation method that recommends items to users and
groups based on the popularity of the product. Popularity is measured by the number of interactions
of an item in a training set.
COM: This is a process probability model used to simulate group recommendation. The group’s
preferences for an item are estimated by aggregating the preferences of the members of the group.
AVG (NCF): Firstly, the NCF method is used to predict the preference score of the members in the
group. Each member in the group contributes equally to the group decision-making, and the average
score is taken as the group preference score.
LM (NCF): The NCF method was used to predict the preference score of members in the group,
and the lowest score was used as the preference score of the group.
MP (NCF): Similarly, the NCF method was used to predict the preference score of members in the
group, and the highest score was used as the preference score of the group.
MGR: In order to prove the recommendation effect of group members with different weights,
we used MGR, which removes the attention model to assign unified weights to users.
4.1.4. Parameter Setting
Our method was based on pytorch implementation. Since Glorot initialization strategy has good
performance, we used the Glorot initialization strategy in the initialization setting of embedded layers.
We used Gaussian distribution to initialize the hidden layer. The average value was 0 and the standard
deviation was 0.1. Gradient-based methods all use the Adam optimizer, which the minibatch size
searched in 128, 256, 512, 1024 and learning rate 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1. In NCF, we set the size of
the first hidden layer to be 32 and the size of the embedded layer to be the same, using a three-layer
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tower structure and a ReLU activation function. We repeated each setup five times and reported the
average results.
4.2. Effect of Group Recommendations (RQ1)
In this experiment, we proposed a clustering method based on peak density to construct groups
with high similarity for users in random groups (taking family as a unit, user similarity difference
is large). Group recommendation methods based on the attention mechanism were respectively
Future Internet 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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In this section, we compared the AMGR model with the baselines. Table 1 shows the values of
HR and NDCG in different methods at k = 5. Table 2 shows the values of HR and NDCG in different
4.3. Overall Performance Comparison (RQ2)
methods at k = 10.
In this section, we compared the AMGR model with the baselines. Table 1 shows the values of
Table
1. Performance
baseline
at k =the
5. Best
results
are inand
bold.
HR and NDCG in
different
methodscomparison
at k = 5. Table
2 shows
values
of HR
NDCG in different
methods at k = 10.
User
Group
Methods

HR@5

NDCG@5

HR@5

NDCG@5

Table 1. Performance comparison baseline at k = 5. Best results are in bold.

Popularity
COM
Methods AVG (NCF)
LM (NCF)
Popularity MP (NCF)
MGR
COM
AMGR

AVG (NCF)
LM (NCF)
MP (NCF)
MGR
AMGR

HR@5
0.3725
0.5047
0.5218

0.3725
-User
0.5047
0.5218

0.2654
NDCG@5
0.2654
0.3762
0.3803

0.3762
0.3803

0.3494
0.4890
0.4793
HR@5
0.4703
0.4564
0.3494
0.4981
0.4890
0.4993

0.4793
0.4703
0.4564
0.4981
0.4993

0.2375

0.3310
Group
0.3365
0.3335
0.3257
0.3419
0.3502

NDCG@5
0.2375
0.3310
0.3365
0.3335
0.3257
0.3419
0.3502
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Table 2. Performance comparison baseline at k = 10. Best results are in bold.
User
Methods
Popularity
COM
AVG (NCF)
LM (NCF)
MP (NCF)
MGR
AMGR

Group

HR@10

NDCG@10

HR@10

NDCG@10

0.4246
0.6103
0.6262

0.2338
0.4162
0.4243

0.4013
0.5898
0.5896
0.5907
0.5896
0.5908
0.6076

0.2079
0.3957
0.3994
0.4061
0.3943
0.4019
0.4180

Now we compared the performance of the AMGR model with the above methods. Note that the
COM model is the group recommendation and cannot be recommended for a single user, so the table
data is empty. From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that the method based on NCF was better than the
COM model and the popularity model because of the superiority of the neural network. In addition,
when k = {5,10} of our model, HR and NDCG were higher than other models, which verified that
the AMGR model was superior to the above method. Specifically, the attention network we used
dynamically allocated the weight of members in the group and aggregated preferences according to
different items, which could effectively achieve user recommendation and group recommendation,
and the model recommendation effect had certain advantages.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we constructed the AMGR model. Specifically, we dynamically learnt the
user preference weights in the group through the attention network. Then, we used the NCF
framework to learn the complex interaction data between user–item and group–item to achieve a
group recommendation. In addition, we analyzed the group recommendation performance between
random groups and highly similar groups. We suggest using the improved density peak clustering
method to aggregate users with high similarity to form a high similarity group, and then make a
group recommendation. In order to verify the effectiveness of group recommendation, we conducted
experiments on a data set, and the results showed that our model had a better recommendation effect,
and also verified that the more similar users in the group were, the better the group recommendation
effect was.
In future work, we will improve the inadequacy of this work (small errors may exist in the
objective function). Since the users’ preferences will change with different times and places, we will
also take into account the time and location, which will further improve the effectiveness of the group
recommendation system.
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